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Anomalous crack region detection is a typical binary semantic
segmentation task, which aims to detect pixels representing
cracks on pavement surface images automatically by algorithms.
Although existing deep learning-based methods have achieved
outcoming results on specific public pavement datasets, the per-
formance would deteriorate dramatically on imbalanced datasets.
The input datasets used in such tasks suffer from severely
between-class imbalanced problems, hence, it is a core challenge
to obtain a robust performance on diverse pavement datasets
with generic deep learning models. To address this problem,
in this work, we propose a deep learning framework based on
conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGANs) for the
anomalous crack region detection tasks at the pixel level. In
particular, the proposed framework containing a cGANs and a
novel auxiliary network is developed to enhance and stabilize the
generator’s performance under two alternative training stages,
when estimating a multiscale probability feature map from het-
erogeneous and imbalanced inputs iteratively. Moreover, several
attention mechanisms and entropy strategies are incorporated
into the cGANs architecture and the auxiliary network separately
to mitigate further the performance deterioration of model
training on severely imbalanced datasets. We implement extensive
experiments on six accessible pavement datasets. The experimen-
tal results from both visual and quantitative evaluation show that
the proposed framework can achieve state-of-the-art results on
these datasets efficiently and robustly without acceleration of
computation complexity. The code is available at https://github.
com/LeiXuAI/Imbalanced crack detection with GANs.git.

Index Terms—Variational Autoencoder, Entropy, Generative
Adversarial Networks, Binary Semantic Segmentation, Imbal-
anced Problems, and Attention Mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

CRACKS can be distinguished from road surfaces clearly
by human vision, however, such manual effort consumes

time and human labor [1]. Therefore, alternative approaches
based on deep learning have been fully explored with the
prosperous development of deep learning techniques for real
applications. Usually, the pavement images captured under
complex situations suffer from a severely between-class im-
balanced distribution and noisy backgrounds. The different
capturing conditions cause the intensity inhomogeneity of
cracks and complexity of the background [1], aggravating
the convergence of generic models. Moreover, the between-
class imbalanced datasets can lead to a deteriorated result as
the network may converge to the state labeling all positive
pixels for cracks as negative ones for background [2], when
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employing generic algorithms directly [3]. Furthermore, the
anomalous crack region detection on the pavement images
is a typical binary semantic segmentation task [4], [5], [6],
because it targets to delicately categorize each pixel in an
image either into anomalous class (cracks) labeling with 1
or not the anomalous class (backgrounds) labeling with 0.

Strategies and approaches to solving the between-class
imbalance problems can be mainly categorized into data-level,
algorithm-level, and hybrid-level [7], [3]. Usually, the data-
level approaches are used to manipulate the number of data
samples to restore the balance on imbalance datasets, such
as the strategy of re-sampling data samples using Synthetic
Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [8], [3] or ex-
panding data samples with synthesizing transformation tech-
nique [9], [3]. The algorithm-level approaches aim to enhance
the contribution of minor classes [7] using specific objective
functions, such as dice loss [10], focal loss [11]. Hybrid-
level approaches take advantage of data-level and algorithm-
level simultaneously [3]. Many traditional computer vision
algorithms have been intensively employed to tackle the class
imbalance semantic segmentation tasks efficiently based on
the exploration of poster-possibility [12], [13], region-based
information [14], or spatial context information [15], etc.

Researchers have devoted abundant efforts to addressing
such tasks either with traditional computer vision methods
[16], [17], [18], or deep learning models [5], [1], [4], [19],
[7], [20]. The existing state-of-the-art Although current works
have achieved state-of-the-art performance, these works face
some drawbacks. (1) Existing traditional methods usually
require either a complicated and expensive hardware system
[21], [22], [23] or specific image processing algorithms as a
pre-processing step [24] or feature descriptor [16] for more
accurate outcomes. (2) Existing deep learning models seldom
achieve robust performance generality on diverse datasets [1].
(3) To gain improvement on complex datasets (captured under
low light, polymorphic cracks structure, etc), it is necessary
to increase the complexity of the network either from compu-
tation or parameters.

This work aims to tackle anomalous crack region detection
tasks using the algorithm-level strategy on pavement datasets
captured under diverse conditions. The key challenge of de-
veloping an efficient and effective deep-learning model with
robust performance on diverse datasets lies in restoring the
severely between-class imbalanced distribution of the original
inputs and distinguishing the heterogenous crack pixels from
the noisy backgrounds. To conquer the limits existing in
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current works, in this work, we explore the conditional Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (cGANs) working with a novel
auxiliary network [25] as a framework to learn a more accurate
probability feature map on diverse pavement datasets in two
stages. The proposed method is to build a cGANs architecture
network to restore the balance of extremely imbalanced data
at the first stage considering the potential of generative models
on restoring balance for imbalance tasks [3]. After that, a
novel auxiliary network si assists in training the generator for
a refined generation and learns to distinguish the ground truth
and its corresponding generation precisely at the second stage.
The extensive experiments on six diverse pavement datasets

The contributions of our work are as follows: (1) we
proposed an end-to-end cGANs-based network to segment
the anomalous crack regions on road surface images in two
stages. The first stage utilizes the architecture of cGANs as
the backbone to initially estimate the distribution of cracks
with a UNet-based generator and a discriminator. The second
stage utilizes the training of the generator and a novel auxiliary
network for a refined probability feature map of cracks. (2) The
entropy originating from information theory has been exploited
as the perceptual and reconstruction loss from the output of
the auxiliary network and the corresponding ground truth to
refine the outcomes of the generator. (3) We exploited a side
network originally used for small objects or line detection
tasks working with our proposed backbone network for this
severely imbalanced task. (4) We adopted three kinds of
attention mechanisms with the generator to highlight the crack
regions. (6) We employed extensive experiments on six pave-
ment imbalanced datasets to demonstrate that the proposed
cGANs-based framework can achieve more robust and precise
quantitative results on diverse inputs and a satisfactory balance
between effectiveness and efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the relevant literature on binary semantic seg-
mentation. Section III describes the details of our proposed
framework. The experimental setting and results are given in
Section IV. Section V is the conclusion of this work.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section briefly introduces the related works with deep
learning models on binary semantic segmentation tasks related
to our proposed framework.

A. Deep Learning Techniques for binary semantic Segmen-
tation

Intense efforts have been devoted to exploring deep learning
models for binary semantic segmentation tasks, such as edge
detection, crack detection, anomalous regions detection on
medical images, etc. Xie et al. [26] proposed a multi-scale
network architecture based on VGGNet [27] and deeply su-
pervised nets called holistically-nested edge detection (HED).
The HED can be used to learn the natural image edge and
object boundary in an image-to-image manner directly with
the nested multi-scale feature learning architecture. Moreover,
Xie et al. [26] introduced a class-balanced cross-entropy loss

function to offset the imbalance between edge and non-
edge. Due to the similarity between edge detection and crack
detection, the HED structure can be used as the backbone
architecture involved in crack detection [1], [28], [5], [20].
Liu et al. [5] introduced a HED-like automatic network named
DeepCrack with a modified cross-entropy loss function for
pavement crack segmentation. The DeepCrack consists of the
extended Fully Convolutional Networks(FCN) for feature map
learning and the deeply supervised nets (DSN) for feature map
integration of each convolutional stage. Yang et al. proposed a
feature pyramid and hierarchical boosting network (FPHBN)
in [1] to detect cracks on road surfaces based on the HED
architecture. To enhance the performance of hard samples,
Yang et al. introduced the hierarchical boosting module into
the FPHBN [1] from top to bottom, by which a sample
reweighting operation is conducted between adjacent side net-
works. In [28], [29], a transformer-based encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture named CrackFormer was proposed by incorporating
self-attention and scaling-attention mechanisms for pavement
crack detection. The CrackFormer [28] uses the transformer-
based self-attention blocks to establish long-range interac-
tion between the low-level features, and then the scaling-
attention block is used for sharpening crack boundaries. Zou
et al. [20] proposed a multi-scale deep convolutional neural
network learning hierarchical features for automatic surface-
crack detection. The proposed network [20] is designed with a
SegNet-based [30] architecture and pixel-wise prediction loss
calculated by a skip-layer fusion procedure for binary semantic
segmentation on pavement images.

Furthermore, generative adversarial networks (GANs) can
be extended to tackle various binary semantic segmentation
tasks, due to the proven functionality of alleviating the per-
formance deterioration caused by imbalanced problems [3]. A
V-GANs architecture [19] was proposed to generate the prob-
ability maps of retinal vessels from given fundus images. An
UNet-based generator with skip-connection is used to retain
low-level features such as edges in the V-GANs architecture,
and the discriminator has several models with different output
sizes, such as pixel-level, image-level, and patch-level. The
proposed architecture combined with an objective function as
the summation of the GANs objective and the segmentation
loss has achieved successful outcomes [19]. Kamran et al.
proposed a multi-scale generative adversarial network called
RVGAN for accurate retinal vessel segmentation in [31].
RVGAN [31] consists of two generators and two multi-scale
autoencoder-based discriminators, combining reconstruction
and weighted feature matching loss, for high accuracy on
pixel-wise segmentation of retinal vessels. To alleviate data
imbalance problems, Zhang et al. [2] proposed a CrackGAN
for pavement crack detection. The CrackGAN utilized the
crack-patch-only supervised generative adversarial learning
strategy and an asymmetric U-Net architecture generator to
reserve cracks even when the cracks are thin or ground truth
images are partially accurate [2]. A refined cGANs proposed
in [7] is trained in two stages aiming to solve binary semantic
segmentation with a lower miss-classification rate caused by
imbalanced data in medical images. The proposed method in
Rezaei’s work [7] consists of a generator network, a discrim-
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inator network, and a refinement network. The UNet-based
generator produces a corresponding segmentation label and the
discriminator determines whether its input is real from ground
truth or fake from the generator. The refinement network with
the UNet architecture can learn the false prediction of the
cGAN.

B. Attention Mechanism

Attention mechanism in deep learning [32] was originally
proposed to improve the performance of a recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN) encoder-decoder architecture with a soft
searching strategy in the Natural Language Processing (NLP)
field. Furthermore, an attention mechanism can be employed
in visual tasks to emphasize on required salient parts using a
long short-term memory (LSTM) decoder with two different
attention strategies [33]. In [34], the attention mechanism
was first introduced into a feed-forward convolutional neural
network (CNN) model U-net for medical image analysis. The
proposed attention mechanisms integrating with UNet can
simplify previous segmentation frameworks in an end-to-end
manner, instead of with separate localization and segmentation
steps [34]. The attention UNet architecture has achieved highly
beneficial results in the identification and localization of small-
size organs [34], [35]. Since then, attention mechanism strate-
gies have been intensely explored incorporating deep learning
models for various specific topics [36], [37], [38], [39].

Hu et al. [36] designed SENet architectures based on the
squeeze-and-excitation (SE) block, which is used to high-
light the relationship between the channels. The proposed SE
block utilizes feature maps across spatial dimensions with
global average-pooling for channel-wise attention, and then
feature recalibration is completed by reweighting the feature
maps with the attention descriptor. The stacked SE blocks
work with various deep learning models as SENets, which
provide an effective compromise between complexity and
performance [36]. Woo et al. proposed a simple and effective
attention module named the Convolutional Block Attention
Module (CBAM). To further emphasize informative features,
the CBAM consists of two principal attention models to extract
cross-channel and spatial information together. The cross-
channel attention model utilizes the concept of SE block [36]
but with an extra max-pooling branch for optimal feature
extraction. The spatial attention model learns the inter-spatial
dependencies of features and decides the location to focus
on as a complementarity of the channel attention. Sufficient
experiments have verified that the CBAM can enhance the
representation power of deep learning models from ’what’
and ’where’ aspects. Laakom et al. [37] further validated the
SE block and CBAM model incorporating a novel learning to
ignore schema. The difference from general attention mecha-
nisms [40], [34], the proposed learning to ignore schema aims
to highlight irrelevant or confusing information in the feature
maps. To achieve this goal, an ignoring mask is introduced
into the CBAM model. The ignoring mask suppresses the high
values for irrelevant attributes and regions in the feature map
and the final attention mask is obtained by flipping the ignoring
mask.

Recently, self-attention-based architecture: Transformer [41]
has been widely explored to combine CNN-like architectures
for image recognition due to its effectiveness in retaining long-
distance features [29]. To fit the original natural language pro-
cessing model, the input image is split into patches as tokens.
Then each token is mapped with linear embedding operation
for a sequence as an input to a Transformer. In [38], Wang
et al. proposed a new segmentation framework UC-TransNet,
with a Channel Transformer module (CTrans). To replace the
UNet skip connections with multi-scale channel-wise fusion,
the CTrans module is designed with two sub-modules: multi-
scale Channel Cross fusion with Transformer (CCT) module
and Channel-wise Cross-Attention module. Such architecture
can mitigate the ambiguity caused by skip connection in the
original UNet. To retain the ability of long-range correlation of
Transformer and eliminate its high computational complexity,
Wang et al. proposed a Mixed Transformer Module (MTM)
in [42]. The MTM is a U-shaped model with self-attention
modules for fine-grained local features and coarse-grained
global features in deeper layers at a lower complexity.

C. Loss Functions for Imbalance Problems
To mitigate the bias of commonly used loss functions for

severely imbalanced datasets, various efforts [43], [44], [45],
[46], [47] have been devoted to investigating proper loss
functions for highlighting the importance of minor class(es). In
[43], Lin et al. proposed a focal loss to address class imbalance
problems. The focal loss is defined based on the binary cross
entropy (CE) loss incorporating the focusing parameter γ. In
practice, the focal loss can work with an α−balanced hyper-
parameter to improve learning further. Salehi et al. introduced
the Tversky similarity index into a generalized loss function
to address imbalance problems in [47]. The proposed Tversky
loss function manipulates the magnitude of penalties between
false positive samples and false negative samples through two
hyperparameters α and β. Abraham et al. further extended
the Tversky similarity index as Focal Tversky Loss (FTL)
motivated by the exponential combination of Dice score and
cross-entropy [44]. The FTL is used for severely imbalanced
datasets and small regions of interest segmentation using a
trade-off between precision and recall. Yeung et al. proposed
another variant of focal loss: Unified Focal Loss in [48].
The Unified Focal Loss is a general framework with Dice-
based and Cross-entropy loss functions, which aims to group
functionally equivalent hyperparameters and emphasize the
suppressive and enhancing effects of the focal parameters after
grouping.

III. PROPOSED METHODS

In this section, we first present the proposed network frame-
work in detail. Then the attention mechanisms incorporated in
the network are illustrated. After that, the loss functions are
depicted, and the discussions among the proposed method and
other related methods are presented.

A. Overview of Proposed Methods
As shown in Fig. 1, the general training schema of our

proposed methods consists of two stages. The pipeline for
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Stage I is based on the cGANs architecture which contains
an encoder-decoder generator and a discriminator working
together in a min-max zero game manner for a probability
feature map generation. Moreover, we explore two network
architectures for the discriminator to figure out the most
efficient structure to solve such binary semantic segmentation
tasks with severely imbalanced inputs. The pipeline for Stage
II contains the same encoder-decoder generator at Stage I and a
simple auxiliary network to regularize and improve the authen-
ticity of the probability feature map from the generator at Stage
I. Stage I and Stage II are trained iteratively to achieve optimal
results. We adopt the attention UNet [34] and feature pyramid
networks [43] for the generator architecture. Furthermore, we
explore three strategies of attention mechanism [32], entropy-
based loss functions [44], [49] aiming to figure out an optimal
and robust framework for the severe class imbalance problems.

Autoencoder (AE)
Generator 

Discriminator

Auxiliary Network

backward

backward

forward

 Real Images 

forward

G
round-truth pair 

Stage I

Stage II

Ground-truth

G
enerated pair

Generated

Fig. 1: The general schema of our proposed method.

B. Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) architecture was orig-
inally proposed in [50]. The original architecture of GANs
constitutes a generator (G) and a discriminator (D) with a
noise vector z ∼ pz as its input. The objective of the G
with the noisy input is to generate fake data which can
deceive the D to evaluate it as the real data. The D aims
to distinguish the real data and the generated fake data. The
goals of the generator and discriminator are opposite as the
name of GANs shows. Conditional Generative Adversarial
Nets (cGANs) [25] is an extension work of GANs, which can
introduce extra information conditioned on both G and D. The
vanilla objective function of the cGANs is formulated as

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[log(D(x|y))]+

Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z|y)))]. (1)

Here D(x|y) indicates the output of the discriminator with a
probability whether x fits the distribution of real data or the
generated fake data conditioned on some extra information y.
G(z|y) presents the fake output of the generator based on the
joint hidden representation of the prior input noise pz(z) and
the extra information y.

1) Generator
Generator G produces a continuous probability feature map

close to a binary image conditioned on the corresponding
input. We integrate the network structure strategies of attention
UNet [34] and conditional generative adversarial nets (cGANs)
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Fig. 2: The generator architecture of our proposed method.

[25] as shown in Fig. 2. The encoder-decoder generator
with skipped connections aims to achieve pixel-wise binary
segmentation with a probability feature map. The proposed
generator contains 23 convolutional layers and each convolu-
tional layer is followed by a batch normalization (BN) and a
rectified linear unit (ReLU) sequentially besides the last one
directly followed by a sigmoid activation function for the final
output. Along with the contracting path of the generator, four
2× 2 max-pooling layers are carried out to implement down-
sampling as in [51].

Considering the efficiency and effectiveness of the attention
mechanism on explicit detection and emphasis of relevant parts
[37], [34], we adapt the attention mechanism into the skipped
connection to preserve the minor but important information of
crack pixels and suppress the irrelevant but major information
of background pixels in feature maps. The input of attention
gates (AGs) is the output of the convolutional layers on the
contracting path. The output of the AGs is concatenated into
the convolutional layers on the expansive path. As mentioned
above, the significant challenge in such crack detection tasks
using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) is all pixels could
be labeled as background pixels when converging [2], due
to the imbalance problems. To preserve features of cracks as
much as achievable, we use four multi-stage side layers [26],
[1] on the expansive path for hierarchical features fusion. The
sigmoid activation is then used for each multi-stage side layer
and the outputs from the sigmoid activation are concatenated
after up-sampling as the same size of the input to form a fused
output. More sparse features such as location and boundaries
can be preserved using up-sampling. After that, The final
output of the generator is the fused multi-stage feature map
refined by a convolutional layer and the sigmoid activation.

2) Discriminator
The discriminator D needs to distinguish whether its input

pair belongs to the real pair or the generated pair with learned
probability. Hence the D should maximize the output of the
image pair {X, Y} and minimize the output of the image
pair {X, Ŷ}. To investigate how a discriminator architecture
can affect its judgment results, we exploited two discriminator
architectures [52], [19]: pixel-level and image-level discrimi-
nators. The pixel-level discriminator is a lightweight but com-
putationally complex convolutional neural network with three
3× 3 convolution layers and each one is followed by a leaky
ReLU activation sequentially. The last convolutional layer is
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(b) Image Discriminator

(a) Pixel Discriminator

Fig. 3: Two discriminator architectures.

Channel-wise
Mutiplication

Channel-wise
Mutiplication

 CBAM Attention

Fig. 4: CBAM attention architectures.

a 1 × 1 convolution layer followed by a sigmoid activation
function. The final output is a probability matrix the same size
as the raw input image to categorize each pixel belonging to a
crack or background. The image-level discriminator constitutes
ten 3× 3 convolutional layers and each is followed by a BN
and a ReLU sequentially as a convolutional block. Besides, we
adopt four max-pooling layers and one average-pooling layer
after every two convolutional blocks sequentially. After that, a
linear mapping function is used to produce a final probability
value to indicate whether the input pair is real or fake. The
pixel-discriminator and the image-discriminator architectures
are demonstrated in Fig. 3.

3) Auxiliary Network
Although the performance of cGANs on binary semantic

segmentation is promising enough [19], [7], it is still difficult
to force the generator for a real binary output but a close
to binary output directly. Hence, we adopt an auxiliary net-
work working with the encoder-decoder generator to refine
its outputs for a closer binary output. The auxiliary network
works with the generator in parallel with the discriminator as
shown in Fig. 1 at Stage II. The architecture of the auxiliary
network is the same as the pixel discriminator shown in Fig.
3(a). During the training Stage II, the auxiliary network Φ is
trained with the inputs of the ground truth Y and the generated
Ŷ. The outputs of the auxiliary network consist of two parts.
The first one is used to update the auxiliary network based
on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [49] to enhance the
learning ability of the auxiliary network. The latter one as a
feature reconstruction loss [53] is for refining the output of
the generator based on the binary cross-entropy loss.

C. Attention Mechanism

The challenge of losing required feature fields while training
is more severe in this work not only due to the down-sampling
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Fig. 5: Local self-attention (LSA) layer architectures.
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Fig. 6: LSA module structure.

in the network but also the extremely imbalanced input images.
To tackle this problem, we adopt three kinds of attention mech-
anisms: a Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM)
[40], a transformed CBAM for ignoring [37], and a Local
Self-Attention [42] module to capture more semantic features
from the relevant areas further. As demonstrated in Fig. 2,
the multi-scale attention mechanisms are integrated into the
generator through four skip connections.

• CBAM [40], [37] is a lightweight and general attention
model for any CNN architecture training end-to-end for
refined feature maps. The CBAM module constitutes two
sequential sub-modules as an attention block: a channel-
wise module for a 1D channel attention map and a
spatial-wise attention module for a 2D spatial attention
map. The channel attention module has a Global Average
Pooling and a Global Max Pooling to generate a channel
attention map Mc. The spatial attention module exploits
the inter-spatial relationship of input feature maps from
the channel-wise module with a spatial attention map
Ms. Laakom et al. proposed a novel attention mechanism
called learning to ignore in [37] as learning to identify
and suppress the irrelevant areas based on the CBAM
architecture. Contrary to the CBAM, the learning-to-
ignore approach learns to identify irrelevant areas by
a channel-ignoring mask and a spatial ignoring mask
separately using a channel-wise module and a spatial-
wise module as in CBAM. The high pixel values in the
ignoring mask present the background. To obtain the final
attention mask, an inverse function T(.) is introduced
into the CBAM framework to transpose the importance
of background and crack pixels in an ignoring mask.
Therefore, when the CBAM architecture in Fig. (4) is
used to learn a refined feature map, the T(.) equals 1,
otherwise a function with an inversely proportional to its
input ignoring mask. In this work, we adopt the function
for flipping the ignore mask from [37]

T(Mc(F)) = 1−Mc(F), (2)

where Mc(F) presents the channel-wise ignoring mask
matrix with values bonded between [0, 1].
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• Local self-attention [42] (LSA) layer is derived from self-
attention [41]. The only difference is that the LSA layer is
calculated based on neighboring pixels to investigate the
correlation of nearby areas inside each local window. We
adopted the LSA to highlight the importance of adjacent
pixels. The key (K), query (Q), and value (V) matrices
are calculated based on each window for attention map
computation as shown in Fig. 5. Then the LSA module
for each skip connection consists of two LSA layers
demonstrated in Fig. 6.

D. Objective Functions

In this work, we first adopt the general cGAN loss [25] dur-
ing the training stage I. Then, we proposed a novel perceptual
loss and reconstruction loss for the auxiliary network to refine
the output of the G during stage II. Moreover, we investigated
the effectiveness of Tversky loss [44], [47] and side loss [26],
[1] to our proposed framework.

Give a training dataset with N image pairs as {(Xi,Yi), i =
1, ..., N}, where Xi presents a raw road RGB image and Yi is
the corresponding binary ground-truth image. {(Xi, Ŷi), i =
1, ..., N} present the generated image pairs, where Ŷ is the
generated probability feature map closer to a binary feature
map. Let G map a raw RGB road image X into a probability
feature map Ŷ.

1) cGANs Loss
without the random variable z in the generator, the z from

the original definition can be eliminated by a deterministic
generator G [54]. Hence, the objective function of the cGANs
is formulated as

LcGANs(G,D) = EX∼pdata(X,Y)[log(D(X,Y))]+

EX∼pdata(X)[log(1−D(X, G(X)))]. (3)

Here the G is trained to learn the distribution of input
data pdata(X,Y) as G : X → Ŷ. The output Ŷ contains
values between [0, 1] to indicate the probability of each
pixel belonging to cracks or background. The D maps the
ground truth image pair {Xi,Yi} or the generated image pair
{Xi, Ŷi} into a probability decision map with the pixel-level
discriminator or a probability decision value with the image-
level discriminator as shown in Fig. 3. The probability decision
map is F with the same size of Ŷ to decide whether each pixel
is real or fake. The probability decision value f is between [0,
1] to decide whether the input pair is real or fake.

2) Perceptual Loss and Reconstruction Loss
The auxiliary network ϕ takes the ground-truth Y and its

corresponding generated feature map Ŷ as its inputs. With
a similar strategy in [53], we use the auxiliary network to
learn an approximate pixel-level feature representation be-
tween ϕ(Ŷ) and ϕ(Y) computed by the KL-divergence loss
rather than direct pixel matching between Y and Ŷ. The
loss based on the auxiliary network consists of a perceptual
loss and a reconstruction loss. The perceptual loss trains the
auxiliary network for a precise approximation function in stage
II while the generator training is fixed. The definition is

LKL =
∑

ϕ(Y)log
ϕ(Y)

ϕ(Ŷ)
, (4)

Furthermore, we also wish the auxiliary network to audit
the generator. To achieve this goal, we adopt the reconstruction
loss to penalize the output difference of the auxiliary network.
The reconstruction loss is calculated based on the binary cross-
entropy between the absolute difference values of the auxiliary
network outputs and a zero matrix.

LBCE = H(|ϕ(Y)− ϕ(Ŷ)|; [0]), (5)

3) Side Network Loss
Side network loss was initially introduced in Xie’s work

[26] and widely used in related crack or line detection [28],
[1], [55] to automatically balance the loss between positive and
negative classes with a class-balancing weight β on a per-pixel
term basis. With the target to trade off precision and recall,
the β incorporates the binary cross-entropy loss with an output
from a sigmoid function σ(.) for each side layer loss and the
final fuse loss. Then the side layer losses and fuse loss are
calculated by the binary cross-entropy [56]

Lbce = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

βpynlog(pn) + (1− yn)log(1− pn), (6)

where pn is the predicted pixel n in an output probability map
and yn is the corresponding ground truth pixel n. The total
loss from the side network is denoted as

LSide =

4∑
i=1

(Lbce)
i
side + (Lbce)fuse, (7)

4) Tversky Loss
Tversky Loss is defined based on the Tversky index (TI)

[47] aiming to detect minor classes for severely imbalanced
datasets. To achieve this goal, two parameters α and β are
introduced for precision and recall trade-off. The Tversky
index for binary semantic segmentation is defined [47]

TI =

∑N
i=1 p1ig1i + ϵ∑N

i=1 p1ig1i + α
∑N

i=1 p1ig0i + β
∑N

i=1 p0ig1i + ϵ
.

(8)
Here p1i presents the pixel i as a crack pixel with the
probability and p0i is for the background. g1i = 1 for a crack
pixel i and g1i = 0 for a background pixel i, vice versa for
g0i.

The Tversky loss is then defined

LTL = 1− TI. (9)

The whole loss function is then defined as

L = γLcGANs + LKL + LCE + LSide + LTL. (10)
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E. Relation to Other Methods

Relation to medical image segmentation: The imbalance
problems have widely existed in medical image segmentation
tasks as binary semantic segmentation topics[19], [42]. The
backbone structure of our proposed work is referred from the
V-GAN [19]. However, there are three main differences in
our framework: 1) In general, our proposed framework works
with two training stages for learning the refined representation.
2) We add attention gates and multiscale side layers in the
generator architecture to solve the server imbalance situation.
3) Besides the loss of cGAN, we adopt novel entropy-based
losses working with the auxiliary network. Moreover, the
LSA module is mainly referred from the Mixed Transformer
Module (MTM) in [42]. Some inherent parts of the MTM are
not suitable for this work, hence we only adopt the local self-
attention layer to rebuild the LSA module.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, the experimental settings as well as datasets
for this work are briefly depicted first. Then we present the
evaluation metrics, complexity analysis, and ablation study.
Finally, we compare our proposed network with the state-of-
the-art works on the same datasets with the evaluation metrics
and visual results.

A. Experimental Settings

We train our model on NVIDIA GPUs Tesla V100 with
Tensorflow 1.15. We adopt the Adam optimizer [57] for stage
I and stage II training with a learning rate of 0.0001 and the
momentum term as 0.2. The initial training iteration number
is 50000 with batch size 8, and the trained model is evaluated
every 2000 iterations with the validation datasets. During the
validation, the best model is selected according to the average
value of dice, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity calculated
between a predicted feature map after binarizing with the otsu
filter [58] and its ground-truth image.

The other hyperparameters are set as follows. An LSA
module contains two LSA layers with a window size of 8
as Fig. 6 to calculate LSA attention maps. Then, we have
βp = 1 in Eq. (6) to avoid the trade-off between precision and
recall from the side network. Moreover, we set α = 0.3 and
β = 0.7 to emphasize recall (false negative pixels) more than
precision in the Tversky loss in Eq.(9), aiming to improve the
performance for severely imbalanced datasets. Furthermore,
we wish the proposed network could pay more attention to
the stage II training, hence we set γ = 0.25 in Eq. (10).

B. Datasets

We conduct extensive experiments to verify the effective-
ness of our proposed framework on six datasets: CRACK500,
CrackTree26, CrackLS315, CFD, CRKWH100, and Deep-
Crack DB. Each dataset contains pavement images captured
under different situations and places, the corresponding binary
ground truth images are annotated in a pixel-wise manner.
After image cropping, we retained cropped images with more

than 1,000 crack pixels first. Then we carried out the data aug-
mentation by rotation with 90°, 180°, and 270° and randomly
selected 10% for testing and 90% for training and validation
on each dataset.

CRACK500 [1]: is collected by Yang et al. using cell
phones. The original CRACK500 dataset contains 500 pave-
ment images with a size of 2, 000 × 1, 500 pixels and the
corresponding binary ground truth images with pixel-wise
annotation. In this work, we cropped each original image into
a size of 512×512 pixels with 10% overlap. The total number
of this dataset is 12072.

CrackTree260[20]: originally contains 260 pavement im-
ages with different size 960× 720 and 800× 600 captured by
an area-array camera under low light. The pavement state of
this dataset is complex and diverse since the images contain
various occlusions, shadows, etc. We cropped each original
image into a size of 512 × 512 pixels with 30% overlap in
width and 10% overlap in height. The total number of this
dataset is 4, 112.

CrackLS315[20]: contains 315 pavement images captured
under laser illumination with a line-array camera. The original
image size is 512×512. We did not crop images on this dataset.
The total number of this dataset is 1,260. Notably, the state of
pavement images in this dataset is very complex, due to the
subtlety and invisibility of crack pixels.

CFD[16]: is proposed by Shi et al. [16]. The original CFD
dataset contains 118 images captured by an iPhone5 in Beijing
urban areas with a size of 480× 320 pixels. Images from the
CFD dataset contain various noises such as shadows, oil spots,
and water stains [16]. To augment this dataset, we cropped
each original image into a size of 320× 320 pixels with 20%
overlap in width. The total number of this dataset is 862.

DeepCrack-DB [5]: contains 537 pavement images with an
original size of 544 × 384 pixels. We cropped each original
image into a size of 384 × 384 pixels with 20% overlap in
width. The total number of this dataset is 4, 211.

CRKWH100 [5]: originally contains 100 pavement images
captured by a line-array camera with a size of 512×512 pixels.
We did not crop images on this dataset. The total number of
this dataset is 400.

C. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed framework
for the crack detection of severely imbalanced datasets, as
well as conducting comparisons between different competing
methods, we use five metrics to evaluate the performance
of the six pavement datasets: Optimal Dataset Scale (ODS),
Optimal Image Scale (OIS), Average Precision (AP), Global
Accuracy, and Mean Intersection over Union (IoU). OIS,
ODS, and AP as F−measure-based metrics are commonly
used for line-related detection [59], [20]. ODS is the best
F−measure from each dataset for a fixed threshold and OIS is
the best F−measure from each dataset for the best threshold.
Besides, we use Global Accuracy and Mean IoU to evaluate
the performance.
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TABLE I: Complexity Comparison with a 512x512 Input

Model FLOPs Params Time/image (s)

UNet[51] 60.91G 5.76M 0.0090
HED [26] 0.27G 2.8K 0.0114
FPHB [1] 273.91G 44.70M 0.0457

V-GAN (pixel)[19] 160.98G 8.04M 0.0178
V-GAN (image) [19] 115.02G 12.67M 0.0180

DeepCrack [5] 160.65G 14.72M 0.0468
Crackformer II [29] 176.60G 4.96M 0.1060

cGAN LSA (pixel) 207.15G 25.26M 0.0630
cGAN CBAM (pixel) 179.95G 8.85M 0.0194

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 179.95G 8.85M 0.0203
cGAN LSA (image) 163.08G 29.88M 0.0626

cGAN CBAM (image) 131.46G 13.47M 0.0188
cGAN CBAM Ig (image) 131.46G 13.47M 0.0188

D. Complexity Analysis

We further evaluate the computational complexity and ef-
ficiency of our proposed framework and competing models
with floating-point operations (FLOPs), the number of network
parameters, and the inference time for each image. As shown
in Table. I, the complexity of our proposed framework with
the CBAM attention architecture does not have a significant
growth in the computational efficiency compared to the com-
peting methods FPHB [1], DeepCrack [20], and CrackformerII
[29]. The inference time of our proposed framework is min-
imal compared to the inference time working with the com-
peting methods FPHB [1], DeepCrack [20], or CrackformerII
[29]. The number of parameters is less when our proposed
framework has a pixel-level discriminator than an image-level
discriminator, but the pixel-level discriminator increases the
computational complexity.

TABLE II: Result on CRACK500

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

UNet [51] 0.6072 0.6298 0.5906 0.9627 0.6889
HED [26] 0.5864 0.5748 0.5766 0.9633 0.6841
FPHB [1] 0.6294 0.6214 0.5821 0.9619 0.7091

V-GAN (pixel) [19] 0.7420 0.6872 0.5835 0.9701 0.7793
V-GAN (image) [19] 0.5870 0.5544 0.3528 0.9491 0.6805

DeepCrack [5] 0.7571 0.7511 0.8219 0.9753 0.7912
Crackformer II [29] 0.6563 0.6874 0.6711 0.9670 0.7258

cGAN LSA (pixel) 0.7356 0.7167 0.7324 0.9725 0.7758
cGAN CBAM (pixel) 0.7675 0.7435 0.6891 0.9762 0.7988

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.7638 0.7463 0.6855 0.9765 0.7963
cGAN LSA (image) 0.7314 0.6935 0.5923 0.9731 0.7738

cGAN CBAM (image) 0.7578 0.7230 0.6196 0.9759 0.7922
cGAN CBAM Ig (image) 0.7514 0.7162 0.6216 0.9752 0.7877

TABLE III: Result on DeepCrack-DB

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

UNet [51] 0.7645 0.7706 0.8011 0.9851 0.8017
HED [26] 0.7907 0.7770 0.8429 0.9860 0.8194
FPHB [1] 0.8089 0.7595 0.8882 0.9867 0.8326

V-GAN (pixel) [19] 0.7007 0.7301 0.6063 0.9801 0.7592
V-GAN (image) [19] 0.7053 0.7063 0.5237 0.9818 0.7630

DeepCrack [5] 0.8212 0.8110 0.8928 0.9873 0.8416
Crackformer II [29] 0.8751 0.8537 0.9195 0.9911 0.8844

cGAN LSA (pixel) 0.8662 0.8481 0.8360 0.9905 0.8771
cGAN CBAM (pixel) 0.8926 0.8759 0.8662 0.9924 0.8991

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.8921 0.8765 0.8833 0.9924 0.8986
cGAN LSA (image) 0.8505 0.8251 0.8000 0.9894 0.8644

cGAN CBAM (image) 0.8760 0.8556 0.8316 0.9912 0.8851
cGAN CBAM Ig (image) 0.8014 0.7917 0.7457 0.9864 0.8273

TABLE IV: Result on CFD

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

UNet [51] 0.7131 0.7164 0.6085 0.9910 0.7724
HED [26] 0.6212 0.6359 0.5791 0.9889 0.7175
FPHB [1] 0.6283 0.6197 0.5852 0.9875 0.7227

V-GAN (pixel) [19] 0.3896 0.3713 0.1718 0.9841 0.6129
V-GAN (image) [19] 0.5309 0.5388 0.4194 0.9872 0.6737

DeepCrack [5] 0.6520 0.6738 0.6618 0.9888 0.7358
Crackformer II [29] 0.6457 0.6504 0.6289 0.9887 0.7321

cGAN LSA (pixel) 0.7146 0.7152 0.5598 0.9909 0.7733
cGAN CBAM (pixel) 0.7968 0.7986 0.6721 0.9935 0.8278

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.7905 0.7942 0.6875 0.9933 0.8233
cGAN LSA (image) 0.6703 0.6775 0.5819 0.9897 0.7465

cGAN CBAM (image) 0.7836 0.7842 0.6748 0.9932 0.8186
cGAN CBAM Ig (image) 0.7669 0.7673 0.7007 0.9926 0.8071

TABLE V: Result on CrackLS315

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

UNet [51] 0.2452 0.2324 0.0908 0.9939 0.5650
HED [26] 0.0009 0.0008 0.0025 0.9977 0.4991
FPHB [1] 0.0119 0.0089 0.0025 0.9977 0.4989

V-GAN (pixel) [19] 0.1849 0.1449 0.0404 0.9977 0.5495
V-GAN (image) [19] 0.2411 0.2232 0.0982 0.9973 0.5669

DeepCrack [5] 0.3668 0.3534 0.2707 0.9977 0.6104
Crackformer II [29] 0.3156 0.2853 0.1971 0.9959 0.5916

cGAN LSA (pixel) 0.4553 0.4225 0.2300 0.9976 0.6461
cGAN CBAM (pixel) 0.5418 0.5006 0.3520 0.9980 0.6846

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.5322 0.4889 0.3196 0.9980 0.6802
cGAN LSA (image) 0.4024 0.3815 0.1934 0.9974 0.6245

cGAN CBAM (image) 0.4366 0.4085 0.2240 0.9976 0.6382
cGAN CBAM Ig (image) 0.5044 0.4658 0.2944 0.9979 0.6675

TABLE VI: Result on CRKWH100

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

UNet [51] 0.2328 0.2306 0.0832 0.9901 0.5578
HED [26] 0.0827 0.0807 0.0365 0.9972 0.5202
FPHB [1] 0 0 0.0028 0.9972 0.4986

V-GAN (pixel) [19] 0.0250 0.0282 0.0036 0.9971 0.5023
V-GAN (image) [19] 0.3045 0.2764 0.1563 0.9972 0.5881

DeepCrack [5] 0.4759 0.5212 0.4501 0.9975 0.6544
Crackformer II [29] 0.2973 0.3056 0.1922 0.9955 0.5842

cGAN LSA (pixel) 0.7465 0.7736 0.6452 0.9986 0.7971
cGAN CBAM (pixel) 0.7981 0.8265 0.7161 0.9989 0.8314

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.7854 0.8134 0.6969 0.9988 0.8227
cGAN LSA (image) 0.7768 0.8030 0.7087 0.9988 0.8169

cGAN CBAM (image) 0.7972 0.8246 0.7454 0.9989 0.8308
cGAN CBAM Ig (image) 0.7982 0.8215 0.7493 0.9989 0.8315

TABLE VII: Result on CrackTree260

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

UNet [51] 0.3608 0.3668 0.1330 0.9917 0.6035
HED [26] 0.1465 0.1331 0.0635 0.9954 0.5372
FPHB [1] 0.1388 0.1465 0.0418 0.9951 0.5292

V-GAN (pixel) [19] 0.3440 0.3420 0.1330 0.9951 0.6009
V-GAN (image) [19] 0.5278 0.5418 0.3321 0.9956 0.6771

DeepCrack [5] 0.4905 0.4991 0.4627 0.9957 0.6600
Crackformer II [29] 0.4936 0.4922 0.4055 0.9950 0.6607

cGAN LSA (pixel) 0.8341 0.8426 0.7677 0.9984 0.8569
cGAN CBAM (pixel) 0.8888 0.9085 0.8671 0.9989 0.8994

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.8912 0.9123 0.8435 0.9990 0.9014
cGAN LSA (image) 0.7876 0.7951 0.7041 0.9980 0.8238

cGAN CBAM (image) 0.6187 0.6316 0.4511 0.9966 0.7222
cGAN CBAM Ig (image) 0.7142 0.7371 0.6865 0.9974 0.7764

TABLE VIII: Alation study of loss function on CrackLS315

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.5322 0.4889 0.3196 0.9980 0.6802
cGAN CBAM Ig (w/o Side loss) 0.5251 0.4823 0.3172 0.9980 0.6769

cGAN CBAM Ig (w/o Side loss + Tversky loss) 0.5116 0.4734 0.2941 0.9977 0.6703

TABLE IX: Alation study of loss function on DeepCrack-DB

Model ODS OIS AP Global Accuracy Mean IOU

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel) 0.8921 0.8765 0.8833 0.9924 0.8986
cGAN CBAM Ig (w/o Side loss) 0.8420 0.8066 0.7110 0.9881 0.8575

cGAN CBAM Ig (w/o Side loss + Tversky loss) 0.8161 0.7772 0.7361 0.9865 0.8377
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Fig. 7: Precision and Recall Curves.
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Fig. 8: Visual results on CRACK500. (a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c) UNet. (d) CrackformerII. (e) DeepCrack. (f) cGAN CBAM (pixel). (g)
cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel). (h)cGAN LSA (pixel).
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Fig. 9: Visual results on DeepCrack-DB. (a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c) UNet. (d) CrackformerII. (e) DeepCrack. (f) cGAN CBAM (pixel). (g)
cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel). (h)cGAN LSA (pixel).

E. Ablation Study

We compared our implementation with different structures
based on the backbone to verify the effectiveness of each
variant by conducting extensive experiments on datasets.

• 1) Study of attention mechanisms: To investigate the
effect of various attention mechanisms, we trained
three versions of our proposed framework: cGAN LSA,
cGAN CBAM, and cGAN CBAM Ig. cGAN LSA in-
dicates the generator in Fig. 2 embedding with the LSA
module Fig. 6. cGAN CBAM and cGAN CBAM Ig
work with the common CBAM attention module and the
CBAM for ignoring module in Fig.4 separately.
The corresponding experimental results on the six
datasets are shown in Table. II-VII. It can be seen
that the proposed framework with attention mechanisms
shows better and more stable performance than the
competing methods on the six datasets. Especially, the
CBAM module with the pixel-level discriminator has
achieved the best ODS and OIS on DeepCrack-DB, CFD,
CrackLS315, and CRKWH100.

• 2) Study of discriminator: Fig. 3 illustrates two different
discriminators: pixel-level and image-level. We first con-
duct the ablation experiments on the proposed framework
with Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). Observing the results shown
in Table. II-VII, the pixel-level discriminator can perform

better in most cases than the image-level discriminator on
the six datasets under the same conditions. For instance,
cGAN LSA with pixel-level discriminator has achieved
better ODS and OIS on CRACK500, DeepCrack-DB,
CFD, CrackLS315, and CrackTree260 than with image-
level discriminator.

• 3) Study of loss functions: We further conduct the ablation
experiments involving loss functions on DeepCrack-DB
and CrackLS315. We conduct the related experiments
based on the cGAN CBAM Ig architecture with the pixel
discriminator, and then we train one model with LcGANs,
LKL, LCE , and LTL, one model with LcGANs, LKL,
LCE , and LSide, and one model with LcGANs, LKL,
LCE , as shown in Table. VIII and Table. IX. It can be
observed that the Side loss and Tversky loss can bring
absolute improvements.

F. Results and Comparisons

We compare the proposed framework with related semantic
segmentation models on six publicly pavement datasets with
five evaluation metrics in Table. II-VII and precision-recall
curves in Fig. 9. We adopt UNet [51], HED [26], FPHB [1], V-
GAN with pixel-level discriminator [19], V-GAN with image-
level discriminator [19], DeepCrack [5], and CrackformerII
[29] as competing method. The results show that the proposed
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Fig. 10: Visual results on CFD. (a) Input image. (b) Ground truth. (c)
UNet. (d) CrackformerII. (e) DeepCrack. (f) cGAN CBAM (pixel). (g)

cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel). (h)cGAN LSA (pixel).

framework with the pixel-level discriminator achieves the
highest score on ODS and OIS compared with other competing
models on the six pavement datasets. In addition, part of the
visual results of the six datasets are presented. We only present
the visual results obtained from our proposed framework with
the pixel-level discriminator.

• 1) CRACK500: The CRACK500 contains pavement im-
ages with diverse cracks from thin to wide, blur to sharp,
etc. The quantitative results on CRACK500 are shown
in Table. II. As shown in the table, the best ODS and
Mean IOU are achieved by cGAN CBAM with the pixel-
level discriminator as 0.7675 and 0.7988, respectively.
The competing method DeepCrack [5] has the best OIS
and AP at 0.7511 and 0.8219, respectively. The second-
rank performance of ODS, OIS, and Mean IOU are from
the cGAN CBAM Ig with the pixel-level discriminator
at 0.7638, 0.7463, and 0.7963. From the visual results
in Fig. 8, it can be observed that the cGAN LSA can
learn more subtle cracks compared to other attention
mechanisms.

• 2) DeepCrack-DB: The pavement images of this dataset
contain diverse shapes of crack under different illumina-
tion, especially, since the pavement states are occluded
by shadows, curbs, etc. As shown in Table. III, our
proposed framework outperforms all competing methods.
The cGAN CBAM with the pixel-level discriminator ob-
tains the best ODS of 0.8926, Global Accuracy of 0.9924,
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(f)
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Fig. 11: Visual results on CrackLS315. (a) Input image. (b) Ground
truth. (c) UNet. (d) CrackformerII. (e) DeepCrack. (f)
cGAN CBAM (pixel). (g) cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel).

(h)cGAN LSA (pixel).

and Mean IOU of 0.8991. The highest OIS is achieved by
the cGAN CBAM Ig with the pixel-level discriminator
at 0.8765. In Fig. 9, our proposed framework with CBAM
ignoring attention mechanism has shown the ability to
distinguish the occlusions and with the LSA attention
mechanism can learn more subtle crack pixels.

• 3) CFD: The pavement images of this dataset are
quite noisy. As shown in Table. IV, the cGAN CBAM
with the pixel-level discriminator achieves the highest
ODS, OIS, Global Accuracy, and Mean IOU at 0.7968,
0.7986, 0.9935, and 0.8278. The cGAN CBAM Ig with
the pixel-level discriminator obtains the second rank
of ODS, OIS, Global Accuracy, and Mean IOU. The
cGAN CBAM Ig obtains improvements of 22.2% and
18.5% in terms of ODS and OIS compared to the results
from DeepCrack [5], respectively. Fig. 10 demonstrates
that our framework can suppress the background under
poor exposure status and occlusions.

• 4) CrackLS315: This dataset is famous for its notorious
states since the invisible cracks, noisy backgrounds, and
under dark illumination. The quantitative results in Table.
V from our proposed framework have gained a huge
improvement compared to the results from the competing
methods. The cGAN CBAM with pixel-level discrimi-
nator achieves the best performance under all evaluation
metrics as ODS: 0.5418, OIS: 0.5006, AP: 0.3520, Global
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Fig. 12: Visual results on CRKWH100. (a) Input image. (b) Ground
truth. (c) UNet. (d) CrackformerII. (e) DeepCrack. (f) cGAN CBAM

(pixel). (g) cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel). (h)cGAN LSA (pixel).

Accuracy: 0.9980, and Mean IOU: 0.6846. The ODS
of cGAN CBAM is 121.0%, 46.9%, and 71.7% higher
than the ODS of UNet, DeepCrack, and CrackformerII.
The second-rank ODS of cGAN CBAM Ig is 117.0%,
44.8%, and 68.6% higher than the ODS of UNet, Deep-
Crack, and CrackformerII.From the visual results in Fig.
11, it can be observed that our proposed framework can
generate feature maps close to the ground truth even with
the hard cases.

• 5) CRKWH100: This dataset is another one containing
hard cases. As shown in Table. VI, the cGAN CBAM Ig
with the image-level discriminator achieves the highest
ODS at 0.7982 which is 67.7% and 168.5% higher than
the ODS of DeepCrack and CrackformerII. The best AP:
0.7493, Global Accuracy: 0.9989, and Mean IOU: 0.8315
are achieved by the cGAN CBAM Ig with the image-
level discriminator too. Even the worst learned ODS:
0.7465 from cGAN LSA is 56.9% higher than the ODS
of DeepCrack. The visual results in Fig. 12 demonstrate
that our proposed framework can generate feature maps
closer to the ground truth on this dataset for complex and
simple cases. In addition, the LSA attention mechanism
can preserve more subtle parts for complex cases.

• 6) CrackTree260: The pavement images of this dataset
contain complex structure cracks and various occlusions.
From the quantitative results shown in Table. VII, our
proposed framework outperforms the competing methods,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 13: Visual results on CrackTree260. (a) Input image. (b) Ground
truth. (c) UNet. (d) CrackformerII. (e) DeepCrack. (f) cGAN CBAM

(pixel). (g) cGAN CBAM Ig (pixel). (h)cGAN LSA (pixel).

especially when working with the pixel-level discrimina-
tor. The cGAN CBAM Ig with the pixel-level discrim-
inator achieves the best ODS, OIS, Global Accuracy,
and Mean IOU at 0.8912, 0.9123, 0.9990, and 0.9014,
respectively. The visual results in Fig. 13 demonstrate
that our proposed framework can generate feature maps
closer to the ground truth on this dataset too.

To further make a comparison, the precision-and-recall curves
are shown in Fig. 7. Besides the CRACK500 and DeepCrack-
DB, our proposed framework outperforms the competing
methods on the other four benchmark datasets in a robust
manner, especially when working with the pixel-level discrim-
inator.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, We proposed a cGANs-based framework
to address anomalous pavement surface conditions detection
tasks, which is considered as binary semantic segmentation on
imbalanced pavement datasets. To achieve steady and robust
performance on diverse benchmark datasets, the proposed
framework is trained with a two-stage strategy to capture the
subtle but informative multiscale feature maps by embedding
attention mechanisms. Moreover, we utilize and investigate
various loss functions to address imbalance problems for
better performance. We have verified the effectiveness of our
proposed framework through comprehensive experiments on
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six benchmark datasets compared to seven competing meth-
ods with five evaluation metrics, precision-and-recall curves,
and visual results. The evaluations show that our proposed
framework achieved SOTA performance on the datasets in a
robust manner without an obvious computational complexity
growth.
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